Dear Friends
‘Still waters’
They’re working! We now have mirror-pools (or are they glazed pavers?!) in Trinity Square.
And it seems that the place has been buzzing with people ever since. It is fascinating to see
how people respond to them: most adults seem to step around them but most children I’ve
seen just go straight in and paddle in them! No holding them back! On some mornings, I’ve
found myself sitting beside them to say morning prayers and found not just the sight, but
the sound of the pools to be so helpful and stilling.
I know that their creator, Mel Chantrey, has designed them specially and uniquely for this
space, respecting the awesome presence of the Minster at the east end of the Square.
Moreover, water is such a significant thing in the Bible; I think of the Holy Spirit moving
across the waters in Genesis 1, the Great Flood, Moses striking the rock in the desert to
bring fresh water, God’s people crossing the River Jordan, the prophet Isaiah predicting
rivers in the wilderness, the river from the Temple in the book of Ezekiel, Jesus being
baptised, St. Paul’s teaching on Baptism in his letter to the Romans, the river for the healing
of the nations in the book of Revelation. I could go on! Significantly, Psalm 23 sings of
walking beside ‘still waters’ and Jesus speaks of the Holy Spirit of God welling up and
flowing from him like a stream in John 7. Powerful stuff!
One of the things that I particularly love about the pools is that they appear to be still (in
between the patterns) but are clearly still on the move, since I can hear them flowing over
the edges. Perhaps that too is a picture for us? We are all ‘on the move’ kind of people since
life is like that – never static. And yet we are called, as God’s people, to have his Peace
within us and around us which reflects perfectly the love of God which has been shone onto
us. How good are we at being God’s ‘mirror pools’ to his world? Are we known for a sense
of God’s stillness, despite the fact that we are often dealing with the pushes and pulls of the
world around us?
So, if you haven’t had a chance to do it yet, why not resolve to sit beside the ‘still waters’ of
Trinity Square this summer, and to allow the still waters of God’s Spirit to flow through you?
With best wishes,
Neal

